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Brother Martin at the egg distribution

Hermits in Company
Shirley du Boulay

Last year I tried to 

book for the 

'Hermits in 

Company' retreat, 
but it was already full 

up, so this time my 

application was in on 

the first day possible 

and I secured a place.  

And I am so very, very 

glad I did, for it was 

the most wonderful 

weekend.  The venue, 

high in the Cotswolds, 

overlooking miles and 

miles of fields and demons as we found encourage the renewal 
woods; the house, with ourselves in rocky and of the contemplative 
its wooden doors and turbulent places.  We life in community.   He 
slightly old-fashioned were so fortunate to did not live long 
charm, a delight; the have this contemplative enough to achieve his 
food, simple, vegetarian space in the wild world aim, but he sowed the 
and plentiful; the of information overload, seed.  And now, thanks 
regular periods of excessive choices, to weekends like these 
meditation and offices tension and anxieties and to the birth of 
in the spirit of that most of us inhabit.   groups like 'Hermits in 
Shantivanam. We could glimpse the Company', it is bearing 

But most of all it was mystery of simply fruit. 

the quiet that was so being.  We could begin 

beguiling and that met to share the experience 

so deep a need in the of which 

dozen or so people Abhishiktananda wrote 

there.  For these in his spiritual diary 

blessed three days we when he felt like 'A 

swam in the waters of being lost in my source, 

silence, sometimes a being lost in my 

plunging deep into its fulfilment.  And in this 

depth, sometimes very loss, I am…..'

floating on the surface, At the end of his life 
sometimes challenged Bede Griffiths wanted, 
by the opportunity to before all things, to 
face our personal 

Hermits in Company   
Stanton Guildhouse  April 

29  May 2005
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The Bede Griffiths Charitable Trust
Reg Charity No 1106071

The New School at Malayappannagar was opened 
this year by the Swami Bede Dayananda Trust.  These 
photos show the inauguration of the school and English 
Sangha member Charles Ryan receiving a shawl from the 
Chairman of the local Rotary branch who helped with the 

above  Children preparing for a special dance at 
Inungur School which is financially supported by 
the Trust this year.

The village of 
Veerambur near 
Shantivanam.  
This village was 
built for an 
outcaste 
community by 
Father Bede some 
20 years ago.  The 
Trust is 

supporting an after school club, educational expenses for children and 
medical services in this very poor village

Below:
Fr Amaldass presenting a sewing machine to one 
of the graduates of the sewing school operated by 
the Ashram. Each year about 30 young women are 
trained and given sewing machines so that they 
can be self employed at home.

Brother Martin 
as Father 

Christmas at 
Pattavarthi 

Toys were 
donated by 

Sangha members 
in the UK
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Update from Muttom
Thanks to the generosity of the Tsunami every day.  He 
many people in the Sangha said it's aguidance of our 
the community and training sister Selvi, who is inspired by 
centre in Muttom, known as God to touch our broken life.  
the St Adrian’s Reachout We are grateful to God and to 
Centre, has opened in this center, we wish that 
temporary premises, until we many more people to support 
can raise the £15,000 needed to this center to help many 
for the new building.  The more like us. 
Centre was inaugurated on 

Jill, every one was very sad to 
June 15th and Sr Selvi has 

hear her and one of the TPA 
sent this moving account:

(Teachers Working Abroad 
“Oh dear Jill!  On 15th we workers from UK) got up and 

said “I am very much touched 
by this center and its function, 
to see so many children in this 
small place; my heart is 
melting I am not able to talk. 
I will try what way I can help, 
he said, 

I could see the difference in 
the children and I wish many 
more children to get this good 
opportunity.  One of the 
parent came up and she wept, 
saying “we have lost every 
thing, but our children are 
gaining by being here.  This is 
what we wanted, to see our 
children, well with good food 
which we are not able to 
provide, and taken care of in 

had very good blessing and health and in study and 
prayers by our parish priest.  learning values to have a good 
our children and there aim in life. Let God bless our 
mothers and brothers come sister and all who support her.  
to the school. There were 75 And one child came up and 
people in this small house. It said “We are affected by 
was very joyful to everyone tsunami, but here after we 
because each one could feel will be helping the tsunami 
the warmth of love by being affected.”
in the small place. We had  a At the end, everyone wanted 
tea party with cake, biscuits, me to say few words.  I just 
chips, bananas and tea. And thanked the Almighty and 
a special sweet was prepared thanked my loving supporting 
for children which they friends.. I was bit sad feeling 
enjoyed. that you people were not 
After the tea party we all present to see and feel the 
went to  open roof of the real joy in the people who 
house.  This is the only place suffered, but I could feel that 
where we all could sit the spirit of you was with us 
together.  Then the children all the” time.
danced. Two girls sang of With thanks and love 
their experience in the 

Sr. Selvicenter.  One of the staff 
spoke in English saying the 
young girls and children are Sr_maryselvi@rediffmail.com
the most affected and facing 

Sangha member 
Sue Collingwood offering 
massage to children at Muttom

Here are just a few projects supported by the 
Bede Griffiths Charitable Trust and its 

supporters.

Our need is to raise £10,000 each year and 
we need to raise this on a regular basis.  

So please do support the Trust with a 
standing order.  If we just had 100 Sangha 

members donating £10 a month, or 200 
hundred Sangha members donating £5 a 

month then these really necessary projects 
would be secured.

To contribute and to receive a standing 
order form please contact the Bede Griffiths 

Charitable Trust,
Beech Tree Cottage, Selling, Faversham, 

Kent UK. ME13 9RH

+(44) 1227 752871
bg.trust@btinternet.com

CONRIBUTIONS TO THE MUTTOM 
PROJECT SHOULD BE MARKED

 ‘Muttom Project’

Children at the opening ceremony
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this mind society is more himself or herself.  In the Our spiritual journey 
important than the mature mind, reason has a can be described as a 
individual. The individual very important role. The 

journey from has to conform to society. If period of enlightenment 
the individual does not can be called a period of unconscious unity to 
conform to the social mind mature mind.  In this level conscizgh in their 
he or she would be a person realizes that he or evolutionary process to 
excommunicated or she is not an isolated unity with God: 
outlawed or considered to individual, but part and 

Unconscious Unity:  the 
be anti-social. parcel of society, and that 

first level can be called 
he or she cannot do what The Rebellious Individual unconscious unity. It is our 
he or she likes.  Mind: The fourth level of unity with God before we 
The Universal Mind: From mind can be called the are created or separated 
the mature individual rebellious individual mind. from God. 
mind develops the It is the stage at which the 

The pre-social mind:  The 
universal mind, in which individual starts emerging 

second level of mind can be 
an individual realises his and rebelling against the 

called unconscious 
or her interconnectedness 

mutual 
to the whole of humanity 

indwelling. It is 
and creation. In this level 

like the mind of 
the individual mind merges 

the foetus in the 
with the universal mind or 

womb of a woman. 
perhaps grows into 

The foetus lives 
universal mind. 

by the life of the 
The Unitary Mind:  The woman. There is 
universal mind ultimately no separation 
grows into the unitary between the 
mind in which the foetus and the 
universal mind realizes its woman. This 
unity with the divine stage can extend 
consciousness. This even after the 
universal mind ultimately child is born. 
says, “I and God are one”. There is 
This level can be called the separation 
mind of conscious unity.  between the 
At the beginning there was mother and child 
unity but it was but at the same 
unconscious; at the end time there is no 
there is the same unity but separation. The 
it is conscious.  This is our newborn child has an social mind, represented by 
spiritual journey.  We unconditioned mind.  It has the parents, teachers and 
begin with unconscious no name, no religion, no priests. In this stage the 
unity and have to grow into culture, and no language. individual may do things 
conscious unity. In this The mother and the child which society considers to 
process we go through are intimately connected. be immoral or dangerous to 
these different levels of The children are naked but society. In this sense the 
minds, which are necessary they are not ashamed. individual may become 
outcomes of the They do not know good and destructive to himself and 
evolutionary process of the evil. to the society. In this level 
human spiritual growth. the individual is more The social mind: The third 
The difficulty comes only important than the society. level of mind can be called 
when we stop somewhere Religions also belong to the social mind or conditioned 
on the way.social mind.  mind. As the child grows 
The first level of the mind, The Mature Individual the society conditions the 
that is unconscious unity, Mind: The fifth level of child with a name, a 
and the last level of the mind can be called the religion, a language and a 
mind, that is, conscious mature individual mind. In culture. The child is taught 
unity, are one and the this mind the individual what is good and what is 
same. The only difference uses his or her reason and bad. What it should do and 
is that the first one is understand things for what it should not do. In 
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Brother Martin is 
currently in 
England as part of 
his visit to the UK 
and Europe.

In the last edition 
of the Newsletter, 
Father Bede talked 
about his 
understanding of 
the unconscious in 
the spiritual 
development of 
humanity.
In this article Br 
Martin shows how 
humanity moves 
from the original 
unconscious unity 
with God, to a 
conscious unity, 
and that the ‘Fall’ 
is a necessary stage 
in this journey.



unconscious and the last the individual mind original unity.   But, at the 
one is conscious. The remains at this level it same time, the social mind 
second level, the could be dangerous, as it gives some security to the 
unconscious mutual needs to grow towards the human consciousness.  It is 
indwelling mind, and the unitary mind. like an extended womb of 
sixth, the conscious mutual God.  So, the Garden of Our Spiritual Journey and 
indwelling mind, are one Eden embraces the the Story of the Garden of 
and the same. In both unconscious unity, the Eden
levels one lives by the life unconscious mutual 

The story of the Garden of 
of God very intimately. But indwelling, and reaches up 

Eden, in a beautiful way, 
the only difference is that to the social mind, in which 

explains this evolution of 
the second is unconscious God tells humanity what it 

the human consciousness. 
and the six is conscious. should do and should not 

Before God created 
The third level, the social do and in which protection 

humanity, we can say that 
mind, and the fifth level, is given from guilt and sin.   

humanity was one with 
the mature individual But in all these three levels 

God. There was 
mind, again are the same. there is not yet any 

unconscious unity.  When 
But in the social mind the individual, for in the social 

God created, humanity was 
society imposes itself on mind there is 

in the womb of God.  One 
the individual whereas in consciousness of what one 

can think of it as if it were 
the mature individual can do and not do, but 

that God became pregnant 
mind the individual meets there is no freedom of 

with humanity.  Humanity 
the demands of the society choice. Humanity in the 

had an intimate 
out of understanding, Garden of Eden has to 

relationship with God, as if 
without the feeling of being choose the will of God; and 

it were living by the life of 
imposed upon.  Between the consciousness of the 

God, just as the foetus lives 
the first three levels and original unity does not 

by the life of the pregnant 
the last three levels is the exist. 

woman.  Humanity was 
fourth level, the rebellious The serpent then seduces united with God just as a 
individual mind, where the man and woman into foetus is united to its 
individual emerges.  eating the forbidden fruit.  mother.  One can say that 
The birth of the individual The desire to know good it was an experience of 
mind is necessary for the and evil is nothing but the unconscious mutual 
evolution of the human desire to grow out of the indwelling with God.  In 
consciousness.  It is the social mind.  The serpent the same sense human 
narrow path one has to seduces them into eatinh beings were also like new 
grow through.  There is no the fruit of good and evil so born children: they were 
direct path from the that they can become like naked and they were not 
unconscious unity to the God, who knows good and ashamed; they did not 
conscious unity. The evil. But it is a lie.  God know good and evil.  They 
narrow path of becoming does not know good and had the unconditioned 
an individual is a evil. God is absolute good, mind. 
necessary path.  Jesus said, which means he does not 

Then God told them that 
'Enter by the narrow gate'. have an opposite called 

they could eat all the fruits 
Evil.  Good and evil, as This narrow gate is the in the garden except the 
duality, belong to the process of becoming an fruit of good and evil.  By 
relative order. By eating individual.  It is like telling them what they 
the forbidden fruit they coming out of the womb of should do and should not 
develop the rebellious the social mind.  If the do God becomes like a 
individual mind. This social mind becomes aware social mind, a social 
eating of the forbidden of its limitations, and authority which demands 
fruit has two aspects: one opens human beings obedience of the will and 
is that it is a fall and the towards the unitary mind, the intellect of human 
other is that it is a growth.  there will not be much beings. God is telling 
It is a fall because it breaks conflict between the social humanity what is right and 
the social mind, and in that mind and rebellious mind.  what is wrong, what it 
there is good in the social But if the social mind should do and what it 
mind, when someone thinks that it is absolute should not do.  In this 
breaks the social mind that then there will be a conflict social mind God and 
person is doing harm to between it and the humanity have lost that 
himself and to society.  But individual mind.  If then, original innocence and 
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The story 
of the 

Garden of 
Eden, in a 
beautiful 

way, 
explains 

the evolu-
tion of the 

human 
conscious-

ness
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it is also growth because it “Behold the days are Then he entered into the 
is the birth of an coming, when I make a social mind on the eighth 
individual.  Here fall and new covenant with the day when he was taken to 
growth coincide. people of Israel. I will write the temple and was 

the law in the hearts of the circumcised.  He outgrew In this way the serpent 
people…” his social mind and became helps the human 

a rebel to his social system.  consciousness to come out This new covenant is 
He became a mature of its original innocence nothing other than the 
human being which opened and move towards universal mind which 
him to the universal mind conscious unity.  We can opens human beings to the 
of mutual indwelling with say that the serpent is also unitary mind.  Jesus 
God, and finally, he in the plan of God. After makes this transition from 
discovered his original the fall of humanity, the social mind to the 
unity with God.  The human beings find universal mind at the 
unconscious original unity themselves outside the moment of his baptism, 
becomes conscious unity. Garden of Eden: God closed when he acquires a mature 

the gate of the Garden and mind, which opens him to From this realisation he 
puts two angels there so surrender to the divine, was able to say that he was 
that human beings may not and he becomes a rebel to one with God from the 
re enter the garden.  The his social system.  The beginning and that he 
human mind can be heavens were opened and came from the Father, that 
tempted to regress in the the spirit of God came upon he and the Father were one 
face of difficulties: to go him and he heard the voice and he would go back to 
back into the social mind or of God, “You are my the Father. 
unconscious unity instead beloved son”.  In this But this experience or 
of moving forward towards experience he realized realisation is not limited to 
conscious unity.   But what his real nature was, Jesus alone. Jesus has 
humanity cannot regress; it and that became the light made this the blue print of 
has to progress through through which he had to the spiritual journey of 
suffering.  live his life.  In Jesus there every human being.  Every 

was no more external social At this stage, human human being begins with 
mind, the Law.  Now he consciousness moves the unconscious unity and 
would say, “I am in the between the social mind has to return to the 
Father and the Father is in and the rebellious conscious unity. The 
me”. “The works which I do individual mind.  The divisions amongst human 
are not my own but the social mind demands that beings only come into being 
Father who dwells in me the individual comes back when people remain at the 
does his work”.  His was an to the social mind, while level of the social mind 
experience of conscious the individual mind rebels (bearing in mind that 
mutual indwelling. He was against the social mind.  religions belong to the 
in God and God in him. He When we read the Old social mind), rebellious 
was in the womb of God Testament we realize how individual mind, mature 
and was living by the life of often God calls his people mind and universal mind.  
God, just as a foetus lives as 'rebellious and stiff It is only in the unitary 
by the life of the pregnant necked' people.  He calls mind that all divisions 
woman.  people to return to him, disappear.

which is to return to the Jesus went one step 
Law. The Law represents further and experienced 

The spiritual journey and 
the social mind.  This that he and his Father 

free will. 
tension continues until the were one.  He declared, “I 

Often I hear religious coming of Christ.  and the Father are one”.  
people telling me that God 

The prophets understood In this way Jesus 
created human beings with 

that there was no solution completed the evolutionary 
free will and intellect.  One 

to this tension at the level process of human spiritual 
needs to reflect on this 

of the social mind, that is, growth.  He was one with 
idea.  My proposal is that 

the Law, and they looked God before his birth; he 
God did not create human 

towards a new relationship experienced unconscious 
beings with free will and 

with God in which the Law unity and unconscious 
intellect.  Free will and 

would be written in the mutual indwelling in the 
intellect belong to the 

heart of the people.  The womb of his mother and 
evolutionary process of the 

prophet Jeremiah says, after his birth as a child.  

6

The serpent 
helps the 
human 

consciousness 
to come out of 

original 
innocence 
and move 
towards 

conscious 
unity.  We 

can say that 
the serpent is 

also in the 
plan of God.
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 The Word Made Flesh
Jyoti Sahi

7

human consciousness.  to the level of the outgrowing them) we fulfill the demands of 
It was not there at the serpent.  When we do find ultimate peace and his father, and then he 
beginning and it will this we create two joy in our life. It is in rebels against his 
not be there at the end.  equal authorities and this context we have to father (representing 
In the first stage of then we can make a understand the prayer the social mind) by 
unconscious unity there choice between them.  of Jesus, when he says, demanding the share of 
is no free will and We can say that the fall “thy will be done”. property.  He now has 
intellect; this is the of humanity is a fall his will and his It is only at the level of 
level of the absolute from non-duality into intellect; iPt is the conscious unity that we 
goodness of God.  In the duality. It is a fall from rebellious mind.  He find our ultimate 
second stage of one absolute reality to becomes an individual fulfillment. When Jesus 
unconscious mutual two absolute realities.  and spends his life said, “unless you 
indwelling (the pre- fulfilling his personal In the fifth level (the become like little 
social mind) there is desires and ambitions.  mature mind) there is children, you cannot 
also no free will and But the story tells us free will and intellect enter into the kingdom 
intellect.  In the third that he did not find but it is mature free of God”, he was 
stage of social mind fulfillment in this, and will and intellect.  It is referring to this 
there is will and he realizes his mistake.  not controlled from spiritual journey. 
intellect but there are He repents and so outside. It recognizes Children do not have 
not free because human comes into his mature only one absolute will and intellect.  They 
beings are required to mind.  He then comes reality. are innocent and 
conform to the social back to his father and ignorant. They are in In the sixth level (the 
will and to the social enters in the universal an unconscious bliss. universal mind) once 
intellect.  mind. What belongs to But we have to become again there is no free 

his father belongs to In the Garden of Eden like children, not in the will and there is no free 
him and from there he where God told sense of regressing, but intellect.  At this level 
enters into the unitary humanity 'do this and rather growing into the individual will and 
mind. The elder son do not do this', there is conscious bliss.  intellect merge with the 
remained in the social no free choice.  universal will and So my suggestion is 
mind. He did not Humanity has to obey intellect.  The that God did not create 
become an individual. the voice of God individual will and human beings with free 
We can say that the because there is only intellect becomes the will and intellect and 
younger son has a more one voice and one vehicle of the universal that these belong to the 
mature relationship authority.  To make a will and intellect.  This evolutionary 
with his father than the choice we need two universal will and development of human 
elder son. voices or two intellect is the beings. They are not 

authorities. reflection of the divine there at the beginning 
In the fourth level of will. This universal will and they will not be The spiritual journey 

and the problem of evil.the rebellious mind, finally merges in the there at the end. 
free will and the divine will and What is the source of 
intellect develop. It is intellect. evil?  If God is absolute Spiritual Journey and  
possible to make a Good where does evil Hence we can say that the Parable of the 
choice because in this come from?  Just as the human will and Prodigal Son
level there are two will and intellect belong intellect have their 

The parable of the voices: the voice of God to the evolutionary beginning in the social 
prodigal Son is another and the voice of the development of human mind, grow through 
beautiful description of serpent.  But, if one consciousness, so also rebellious and mature 
the spiritual journey of reflects on this it will we can say that evil (in minds and then come to 
humanity from the be seen that there is in a moral sense) belongs an end in the universal 
unconscious unity to fact no choice to be to the evolutionary mind and the unitary 
the conscious unity. made, because these process of the human mind.  So free will and 
The prodigal son was two voices are not consciousness. intellect belong to the 
one with the father equal: one is the voice evolutionary process of In the first level of 
before he was born, and of the creator and the the human unconscious unity there 
after his birth he had other is a the voice of consciousness.  To be at is no evil for there is no 
an unconscious oneness the creature.  To make the level of the will and duality of good and evil; 
with his father.  What a choice between these the intellect is to be in there is only the 
belongs to his father two voices we either the realm of conflict. absolute goodness of 
belongs to him.  He have to elevate the Only by surrendering God.  In the second 
enters into the social serpent to the level of our will and intellect level of unconscious 
mind when he tries to God, or bring God down (which is in fact 
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mutual indwelling there So there is no evil at the human consciousness was done”.
is no good and evil but levels of unconscious still in its unconscious So the story of the Garden 
only the reflection of the unity, unconscious unity, it is not surprising of Eden and the Parable of 
absolute goodness of God.  mutual indwelling, the that this unconscious the Prodigal Son reveal this 
In the third level of the universal mind and the blissful state would be eternal truth of human 
social mind there is unitary mind.  There is fascinated by and spiritual journey from the 
relative good and relative evil only at the levels of attracted by the fruit of unconscious unity to the 
evil, that which is in the social mind, the good and evil.  It has to conscious unity. In the 
conformity to the social rebellious individual mind loose its unconscious Biblical tradition Jesus 
mind is said to be good, and in the mature unity to begin its journey Christ is the blue print of 
and that which is against individual mind.  Evil towards conscious unity.  this spiritual journey, 
the social mind is said to begins in the social mind The serpent seduces the which every human being 
be evil.  Again, in the and comes to an end in human consciousness to has to realize in his or her 
rebellious individual mind  the universal mind, just come out the womb of the life.
there is relative good and as the will and the social mind and puts it on 
relative evil.  This level intellect begin with the the path to the conscious brothermartin111@hotmail.com
can be very self-centered. social mind and come to unity.  To go beyond good 
There is also relative good an end in the universal and evil is to go beyond 
and relative evil in the mind. will and intellect.  It is to 
mature individual mind God told humanity not to go beyond duality, to go 
since it is also limited.  eat the fruit of good and beyond choices where our 
There is no good and evil evil.  To eat the fruit of choices become choice-less 
in the universal mind, good and evil is to fall into choices. We have to grow 
which reflects the self-will and intellect: it is in our spiritual life in 
absolute goodness of God.  the desire to know good such a way that we come 
In the mind of the and evil and the desire to to a point where we are 
conscious unity there is make a choice.  Since this able to say sincerely, “Not 
only absolute Good. advice was given when my will, let they will be 
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This was the title of the way to bring us all together started with us dancing liturgy is designed to take 
Christian Arts Conference at the start of the week- how we felt about the four us to a place of prayer thus 
I attended at the end.   elements….water, fire, air, how it is done and 
Ammerdown centre near earth and then we learned managed is deeply The  lecture from 

rd th
bath on 3 -5  June.   I am several set dances which I important.   It made me Dr.Anand Amaldass S.J., a 
not a member of the society found to be like moving think of liturgy in a professor of Sanskrit and 
nor an artist but I was body prayers, they also different way and realise Indian philosophy in India 
warmly welcomed and developed a good appetite the loss of silence within was about mythical 
enjoyed the chance to sing, for lunch! liturgy is something which tradition of Gods dancing 
dance, co-create a Mandala desperately needs to be with particular reference to The day closed with bhajan 
and listen to an excellent rediscovered.   Indian myth and an aside singing led by Caroline 
speaker. about Jesus dancing after Mackenzie.   This was very A quote from Dr. Amaldass 
It began with an the last supper (so that is meditative and seemed to really summed it up for 
invitationto co-create a where the idea for 'Lord of me to be a real experience me: 'All liturgy does is 
Mandala in the middle of the Dance' came from!).   of sound from India.   It make sure you are not 
the floor of the conference Then he moved to speaking was very beautiful and asleep when the sun rises.'
room.   We were provided about the specific by very prayerful. The week-end finished 
with flowers, leaves, explaining the meaning of The final morning gave us with an ecumenical service 
grasses and stones and all the detail of the statue another lecture from full of  all we had done over 
each asked to place them of the Dancing Shiva (one Dr.Amaldass, this time our time together; dance, 
mindfully around the of which sits in my about Theatre and Liturgy.   chants, Mandala, and of 
central candle.   I had only Sanctuary and has How theatre is designed to course singing 'Lord of the 
created mandalas on my intrigued me for some raise the consciousness, Dance'.
own before so this process time).   take us into a different 
stretched me and allowed We were the joined by state and so is liturgy.    
me to create with others.   Aileen NeilanRasullah Clark who taught Where theatre is designed 
The process felt very aileen.neilan@btinternet.comus several 'Dances of to bring up one or more of 
peaceful and was a lovely Universal Peace'.   This the human emotions 

Why Do God’s Dance?
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Sangha Shantivanam  
a letter from America
Cyprian Consiglio 

work with Laurence suspected long ago.  At My friends, I myself moved the 
Freeman these past our next meeting we Chinese tea table, my Allow me to give you an 
months.  After praying will finish that zafu and zabutan and my update on  Sangha 
the first part of our discussion, and I am small collection of Shantivanam.  We have 
samdhya, adapted from thinking to give them a Universal Wisdom books had support from the Bede 
that of Shantivanam, brief history of Bede's down there from my Griffiths Trust, and since 
we launched into about thoughts on the Axial room, with the idea that then I also received the 

period, and how that support of my confreres 
relates to the Vedas specifically, particularly 
giving birth to the prior Raniero of New 
Upanishads, and then Camaldoli and Fr Robert, 
leave them with this time speaking for 
Abhishiktananda's Incarnation Monastery in 
essay from The Further Berkeley.  And, since the 
Shore.  I think it is group itself asked to use 
important, if they are to the name Sangha 
understand this lineage, Shantivanam, we also 
that they distinguish asked for and then 
between the Vedas, the received an enthusiastic 
theistic side of vote of confidence from Fr 
Hinduism, and the George and Br Martin 
Vedanta, the from Shantivanam as well, 
philosophical-mystical encouragement and 
side which lends itself permission to use the 
as a new interpretive name.
tool to express the In the intervening month 
kerygma of the Gospel.  there had been only one 
Certainly Bede and brief business meeting, but 
Abhishiktananda's talks a lot of work done behind 
and writings are the scenes.  We have 
peppered with quotes secured a double room 
form the Upanishads, an hour discussion.  My when I am there I will space in the basement of 
and so I have learned to aim is to build a pretty make it my private the old high school of the 
quote them more and good theological and prayer space as well.  parish where I have a 
more, but it has philosophical basis Sunday before our room, for a very reasonable 
occurred to me that with this small group, meeting a few of us rent.  We took possession 
they need to be put in and to introduce them celebrated Eucharist of it June 1st, but only this 
context, our folks may to Bede's own lexicon, there very quietly so as past weekend moved in.  
not really know what what he learned from not to draw attention to One room will be used, and 
they are.  After our India, and how that consecrate the room.  It is already set up, as a 
discussion, we had a specifically applies to was a very moving meditation hall, with 
good meditation period, the emergence of a new moment for us. perhaps the possibility of a 
and after some business way of being Christian And then we had our first small yoga class as well; 
dedicated the room with (and for him, being official satsang.  When and the other room will be 
a prayer, and an arati monk) in the world.  It everyone finally trickled a reading room/library.  
with light and incense.  was a very good in we were about 25.  We One of our group has 
Those of us who have discussion, and I was had given everyone the agreed to act as guardian 
been at the ground level deeply consoled to see reading assignment of and is busy touching up 
organizing things were some of their faces reading the first two paint and decorating, 
more than pleased, we soften and light up in chapters of New Creation installing a combination 
felt blessed by the recognition of some in Christ, a nice tie-in lock so that others have 
gathering.things they had already since I have done so much access.  

The gateway to Shantivanam

The gateway at Shantivanam Ashram
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Contemplation through Griffiths Sangha in the We have a secretary, a 
shared prayer and UK.  librarian and a treasurer 
spiritual practice, and to besides our Guardian of the While trying to remain 
be a sign of unity and an Room, but other than that detached I truly do feel as 
instrument of peace by we hope to keep the if this is a very good start 
seeking to understand administrative end as to doing something that is 
the experience of simple as possible.  (I keep carrying on Fr Bede's 
Ultimate Reality as automatically defaulting to a marvellous legacy, and I 
found in all the world's 12 Step model!)  One of the am constantly amazed by 
spiritual traditions.group has already purchased how many people respond 

the domain name Sangha We take our name from to this approach to 
Shantivanam as well, and Shantivanam, Christian spirituality, like 
our treasurer is filing for Saccidananda Ashram in hungry sheep searching for 
non-profit status for us.  We Tamil Nadu, South green grass. I keep trying 
are going to meet again India, whose three to stress the bridge aspect 
officially on July 3rd, though founders, Pere Jules to what we are doing.  
I have invited them to come Monchanin, Dom Henri There is on one side 
and have a midday prayer le Saux, OSB (Swami introducing "the rest of the 
and meditation with my Abhishiktananda), and story" to Christians, 
Camaldolese confreres who Dom Bede Griffiths, OSB opening up the wisdom of 
are here in the States for the Cam. sought to lead a the East, the mystical 
Canonical Visitation and contemplative life in thought and contemplative 
will passing through to visit both the deepest practices that leads us to 
with me on Friday. tradition of Christian discover the same in our 

Benedictine monasticism own tradition; but more A few of the locals are 
and the ancient tradition importantly, I am already using the room for 
of Indian sannyasa.  In constantly approached by meditation and I am 
the true spirit of an people who are finding this encouraging them to think 
ashram, Shantivanam a bridge back to about a regular daily 
became a place of both Christianity, those who meditation before 8:30 Mass 
ecumenical and inter- have already found the each day, modelled on 
religious gatherings as treasure in the East, Laurence's WCCM model.  
well as a spiritual home through Yoga or za-zen or (Quite a little community of 
for seekers from every TM, and have been meditators has grown up 
tradition from all over searching for a way to there at that parish 
the world.  Toward the incorporate it into their already.)  We are also going 
end of his life, Fr Bede, faith in Jesus.  These are to have a day long retreat at 
who had become an the ones especially who as a local Franciscan place up 
internationally known last Sunday's Gospel in the hills nearby in 
author and teacher, was described are "like sheep August, at which I hope we 
both initiating Christian without a shepherd."  Fr will follow a pretty good 
sannyasis and receiving Bede and Abhishiktananda schedule of meditation and 
lay people as oblates of have been marvellous prayer as well as talks.  We 
Shantivanam.  We aim shepherds to me, and can are trying to keep the focus 
to continue his and his now through us be always on equal parts 
predecessors' work marvellous shepherds to practice and study.  We have 
through personal others.decided to keep it invitation 
practice and study-only for the time being, 
dialogue. That's enough!  You see my though we have quite a few 

enthusiasm.  Thank you for interested parties.  I want We have undertaken this 
your support.  I count also ensure that at least at first effort with the blessing 
on your advice and even we really stay focused on of the community of 
more on your prayers, who we are and what we are Shantivanam, 
especially in these next doing. Saccidananda Ashram, 
transitional months. and also of the This is the statement of 

Camaldolese Benedictine purpose that we have agreed 
Congregation and the on: Cypcon2@aol.com
Bede Griffiths Trust: A Sangha Shantivanam is a 
Society for the Renewal Christian community which 
of the Contemplative aims to promote the 
Life, and the Bede Universal Call to 
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Tomorrow's Christian embodies the true 
meaning of the word A new framework for 
'educate'  from the word Christian living
'educare' which means to By Adrian B.Smith
draw out wisdom.   The 

Pub: O Books writer focuses on a 
different aspect of evolving 
Christianity in each short When I started to write this 
chapter, applies it to the review I thought I should 
modern world and then write it as impersonally as 
asks questions to draw out possible, however I found 
the reader's wisdom.this to be an impossible 

task.   The only way I can This is not a book to read 
truthfully review this book quickly or lightly but 
is deeply personally. rather to use as a tool for 

personal and spiritual The writer says so much of 
growth.   It is designed to what I have been feeling 
be used by an individual or and thinking about 
a group and includes Christianity and then takes 
advice on working with it me a step further with each 
in a group situation.new chapter…I have added 

him to my list of great I can thoroughly 
teachers.   This is not to say recommend this to anyone 
that I always agree with who considers themselves 
him but that his writing to be a 'spiritual seeker' 
continually makes me think and anyone interested in 
and review my own beliefs the possibilities for the 
and behaviour.   This book evolution of Christianity.

O Infinite Splendor,
Hidden and unveiled beauty
Of unity,
You put an end to all questions
And expectations,
You disclose unimagineable pathways
And knock down invisible doors,
You fling the sky open
And admit us into its spaces
Forever.

Voice in the Night
Whispering the eternal
Living Fire burning the darkness to ashes
Sounds that pervade silence
Silence that permeates sounds,
Harmony of lights
And caressing Shadows
Without uproar, without prodigies
Truth Gently Blooms
In primaeval gestures and chants
Whipping out every doubt
Every vain impulse of mind
Absolute and immutable peace,
Shining and still diamond
Irradiating spendour

Antonella Delle Fave
Shantivanam March 2005.

Book Review
Aileen Neilan

POETRY CORNER
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July 2 - 9 Leicester - various venues

July 11 Leeds St John’s Church
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THESE PERFORMANCES ARE NOT TO BE MISSED!!
www SOULutions.co.uk/kalaikaviri or 01252 843133
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IN 
THE LIGHT

On August 6 2005 nine 
members of the Sangha will be 

ordained as Interfaith Ministers at 
the Christian Scientist church in 

Notting Hill.
Please remember us in your prayers. 

Catherine Lucas, Kate Atchley,
David Chantler, Valerina Clarke, 

Frances Crampton, Jean Dent, 
Claire Herford, Joy Nielen-
Groen,  and Jill Hemmings

IN 
THE LIGHT

On August 6 2005 nine 
members of the Sangha will be 

ordained as Interfaith Ministers at 
the Christian Scientist church in 

Notting Hill.
Please remember us in your prayers. 

Catherine Lucas, Kate Atchley,
David Chantler, Valerina Clarke, 

Frances Crampton, Jean Dent, 
Claire Herford, Joy Nielen-
Groen,  and Jill Hemmings

And congratulation to our Sangha friend Catherine Lucas
whose moving spiritual autobiography, Carry Me Home,  
has just been published by Penguin, and serialised in The Times
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Sangha Contacts and Groups

England

Beds: Bedford, Peter Forrest 01234 831361

Bucks: Marlow, Michael Day  01628 474034

Cornwall: Penzance, Swami Nityamuktananda 01736 350510

Devon: Exeter, Joan Uzzells 01392 276825

Dorset:  Michael Giddings 01308 897159

Essex: Chris Collingwood  0208 501 5771

Gloucestershire: Timothy and Victoria Glazier 01453 839488

Hereford: Malvern, Eileen Richardson 01684 560417 Meditation group 
Wednesdays at 7.45 p.m.

Kent: Canterbury, Jill  & Adrian  01227 752871 Meditation Group 1st 
Friday of each month 7.15 p.m.

London N4: Ann O’Donoghue 0207 359 1929

London SE (Kent): Hilary Knight 0168 986 1004 Meditation Group 
Wednesdays 7.30 p.m.

Lancs: Skelmersdale Moray Ketley 0845 458 1684

London N/Herts:  Edgar Holroyd-Doveton 020 8386 4323

Northants: Henry Worthy 01604 513032  Meditation group Thursdays at 8 
p.m.

Oxon: Oxford Shirley du Boulay 01865 310332

Somerset: Taunton Valeria Ives 01823 432468

   Bath Kevin Tingay 01761 470249

Staffs: Stoke on Trent Sr Sophia 01782 816036

Suffolk: Wendy Mulford 01728 604169

W. Sussex: Gillian Maher 01444 455334

Chichester: Therese O’Neill 01730 814879 Group 2nd Tuesday of each 
month

Worcs/Birmingham: Ian Prior  0121 447 8518

Yorks: Barnsley Margaret Cadnam 01226 217042

Northern Ireland

Belfast: Sighle Mary O’Donoghue 02890 287471Meditation Friday at 7.30 
p.m.

Ballyhornan Stan Papenfus 02844 841451

Scotland

Aberdeen: Angelika Monteux 01224 867409

Glasgow Steve Woodward 01355 224937

Edinburgh: Laird McLean 0131 478 1673

Wales

West Wales: Joan Walters 01646 692496

North Wales:  Jonathan Robinson (Porthmadog) 01766 514225

Philip Francis (Holywell) 01352 711620

Overseas contacts

Australia Andrew Howie iona@netspace.net.au

Samantha Semmens East St Kilda

ssemmens@trinity.unimelb.edu.au

Denmark Vicky Lasheras: lasheras@mail.tele.dk 

Eire Michael Woods +35 312 888075

France Nerte Chaix michoule2@wanadoo.fr

Germany Sabine Deller: sabine.deller@freenet.de

India Br. Martin:

brothermartin111@hotmail.com

Italy Mario la Floresta laflor_l@libero.it

Singapore Jim James jim@eastwestpr.com

Switzerland Urs Mattmann:  ursm@bluewin.ch

New Zealand Kevin Moran, Christchurch  
s.friend@paradise.net.nz

USA Florida Michael Spillane 
mspillane@legalaidpbc.org

Oklahoma Carolyn Cowan: 
ccmission@cox.net

 Nevada Jackie Greedy 775 883 0854

 California Santa Barbara Nicholas Dewey 
805 898 0865

For further information contact

Adrian Rance and Jill Hemmings

Phone: + 44 (0)1227 752871

bg.sangha@btinternet.com

We’re on the Web

www.bedegriffiths.com

and

http://uk.msnusers.com/sahajanandaashram 

RETURN ADDRESS

The Bede Griffiths Sangha
Beech Tree Cottage, 
Selling, Faversham 

Kent
ME13 9RH

United Kingdom

If any one would like to have their names added as local 
contacts please let us know.  Please also let us have details of 
any groups you would like included

Sangha Events
Sangha Summer Seminar
Park Place Retreat Centre

July 22 - 24
Now fully booked

Sangha Desert Retreat
Caldey Island
October 3 - 8

Now fully booked
Sangha Advent Retreat

St Peters, Grange, Prinknash Abbey
December 9 - 11

Booking form will be in the September issue

Advance notice: The Sangha Special 
Celebration for the 100th Anniversary of Fr 
Bede’s birth will be held at Gaunt.s House, 

Dorset, UK 20th-23rd July 2006
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